AIDS: Words And Meanings

Aid definition, to provide support for or relief to; help: to aid the homeless victims of the fire. See more. aid. [eyd].
Synonyms Examples Word Origin. See more.Aids definition, a disease of the immune system characterized by increased
susceptibility to opportunistic infections, as pneumocystis carinii Word Origin.AIDS definition is - a disease of the
human immune system that is characterized See words that rhyme with AIDS Spanish Central: Translation of AIDS
Nglish.AIDS definition: abbreviation for Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome: a serious disease caused by a virus
that Thesaurus: synonyms and related words.Find descriptive alternatives for aid. aid. see definition of aid. nounhelp,
support; verbhelp, support. Relevance ranks synonyms More words related to aid.As public awareness about prevalent
diseases like HIV increases, there is still some confusion about medical terms and the meaning of some of these
words.Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS): A result of human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) infection.
CDC definition of AIDS: Positive HIV serum test and.AIDS definition: AIDS is defined as an abbreviation for for
Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome and is caused by the HIV virus. Facts About AIDS and HIV HIV stands for
Human Immunodeficiency Virus, Words near AIDS in the dictionary.One of the challenges of an HIV diagnosis is
navigating through a whole the 45 most commonly used terms and lingo to see what they mean.Definition of AIDS - a
disease in which there is a severe loss of the body's cellular immunity, greatly lowering the resistance to infection and
malign.AIDS definition: AIDS is a disease which destroys the natural system of protection AIDS is one of the most
commonly used words in the Collins dictionary.Aid definition: Aid is money, equipment, or services that are provided
for people, countries Word forms: plural, 3rd person singular present tense aids, present.Define AIDS (noun) and get
synonyms. What is AIDS AIDS (noun) meaning, pronunciation and more by Macmillan Dictionary. Synonyms and
related words .AIDS: Acquired immunodeficiency syndrome, a syndrome caused by infection with the human
immunodeficiency virus (HIV), with ensuing compromise of the.Define AIDS. AIDS synonyms, AIDS pronunciation,
AIDS translation, English dictionary definition of ThesaurusAntonymsRelated WordsSynonymsLegend.Definition of
aid - help, typically of a practical nature, a grant of subsidy or tax to a king or Phrases. in aid of. In support of; for the
purpose of raising money for.The Glossary of HIV-Related Terms was compiled to define words that are commonly
used to describe the HIV virus, its pathogenesis, its associated treatments.WORD. Relevance to HIV/STD Prevention
Education. Abstinence. See Sexual abstinence. AIDS. Acquired immunodeficiency syndrome; a collection of illnesses .
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